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SYNOPSIS
Staten Island trash couple Kit and Pat pull up in front of a local bank near closing.
Pat intends to strike rich by robbing the bank. Kit rejects this idea and storms out
of the car but Pat reminds her that this will give them a life with no limitations:
something they could share together. Kit reluctantly agrees and waits in the car as
Pat heads into the bank.
The robbery goes anything but swift as it becomes evident that Pat wasn’t prepared. Miscommunication between Pat and the teller Margot causes Pat to fumble
with his “weapon”, which is revealed to be nothing but a phone. Just as it seems
that all is ruined, Kit saves her partner via a phone call. She warns Margot that Pat
has an explosive vest attached to him that will be set off unless Margot complies.
As Pat exits and rejoins Kit in the car, their compatibility and status as partners is
solidified.

https://vimeo.com/547781010
Password: withdrawal

THE DIRECTOR
Yoni Azulay, a Philadelphia native,
has over the past five years been
recognized and praised at numerous
festivals across the country and has received multiple awards at the student
level. His short film “Again” (2016)
was selected to screen at 17 festivals
and was the recipient of 8 awards.
“Curtains” (2019) was screened at the
2019 Woodstock Film Festival. Yoni
pursues his filmmaking education at
New York University’s Tisch School
of the Arts. He also acts as active
CEO of Bluestone Pictures, LLC.

“

No Dye is a story about collaboration in the face of immense pressure. I
find what makes the short film work best for me is that I can understand the
characters. Kit and Pat are chasing the American dream, tempted by what
seem like short cuts. What we witness during this continuous encounter
is the day they finally take a step towards pursuing their dream. Through
the fumbles and triumphs of these characters, I can only hope that anyone
watching feels the same type of nervous excitement I had while making it.

“

THE PRODUCER
Hailing from Philadelphia and Delaware
roots, Zach Rineer has been recognized for
his producing and directing work on shorts
films over the past five years. This includes
“Nobodies” (2020) which was selected for
seven festivals and won multiple awards.
Zach is currently attending Temple University in the Directing BFA Track and expected to graduate in 2022. He also serves
as COO of Bluestone Pictures, LLC.

“

Director, Yoni Azulay’s, vision and style can be seen through the film from its fast pacing, layered
soundscape, and dynamic characters. These characters were further brought to life by our talented actor and actresses, whose ability to lock into the character for the one-take duration was
extremely engaging to see.
As with every production throughout this past year, COVID-19 provided some limitations within
what was going to be accomplished with the location we were using. Everybody on crew went
above and beyond with their work ethic and communication on-set, creating a safe and enjoyable experience.

“

Filmmakers and friends since childhood, Yoni and I have always enjoyed films that were fast and
fun movies that kept us on the edge of our seats. “No Dye” is unabashedly paying homage to
this style of film, giving the audience a compelling narrative while leaving people wanting more.

CREW
WRITER | ALEX GEHRLEIN
Alex Gehrlein is a screenwriter born in Cleveland, Ohio and
based in New York. When he isn’t pouring over the pages of
a script, Alex can be found at NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts
where he is studying film with a minor in psychology. With his
work, Alex seeks to address the intersection of mental health issues and American culture to advocate for better understanding,
placing particular emphasis on genre-based storytelling.

CO-PRODUCER | JEFF AYARS
Jeff Ayars is a director & producer whose film work has
screened at the Philadelphia Film Festival, Cinequest, Lower
East Side Film Festival, Brooklyn Horror Film Festival, and
the Tribeca Film Festival. Jeff has also directed spots for
Bravo Network, produced promos for Blumhouse/Universal,
and produced & directed field pieces for MSNBC.

CINEMATOGRAPHER | ETHAN LANGENAU
Brooklyn born and Philadelphia raised, Ethan Langenau
made himself an established cinematographer from a young
age with his film Monotonous (2018) winning awards in high
school. Ethan currently studies at NYU Tisch School of the
Arts. Ethan has worked as a director of photography on the
award winning Latrodectus (2019) and continues to excel in
cinematography work between New York and Philadelphia.

CAST

JEFF AYARS | Comedy Central

Jeff Ayars is an actor and 1/2 of the comedy duo Cannibal
Milkshake, known for their viral parodies with over 13M views.
Notably, Jeff has played Bradley Cooper on Comedy Central,
Chris Evans on Funny or Die, and starred in the 2019 horror
feature, This Is Our Home. He’s currently prepping to star in an
independent sci-fi feature, The Abaddon Pit.

GERALDINE SINGER | Get Out
Geraldine Singer, known for Get Out, Mudbound, 21
Jump Street and Greenbook, is a native of New Orleans,
attended Tulane University (B.A., Theatre) and the MFA Acting
Program at Temple University. After moving to NY, she spent
many years working in regional theatres (Utah Shakespeare
Festival, Philadelphia Drama Guild, New Jersey Shakespeare
Festival, others) She then spent several years in Los Angeles
working in episodic television (House, Desperate Housewives,
The Practice, NYPD Blue, Six Feet Under, and more).
DANA BERGER | Orange is the New Black
Dana Berger is a New York based TV, film and stage actress.
She is best known for playing inmate Crystal Tawney on Orange
Is The New Black. Dana was nominated for a New York Innovative Theater Award for Outstanding Solo Performance for the
one-woman show Washing Machine. The show also received
a Drama Desk Nomination. Dana trained at LaGuardia High
School for the Performing Arts in NYC and went on to receive a
B.A. in Theater Studies from Duke University, graduating Cum
Laude with Highest Distinction in Acting. Upcoming projects
include the feature film The Pond.
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